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Overview
Transform Education hosted by UNGEI has experienced exponential growth in the
key areas of membership and funded partnerships in 2021/2022. Growing in
popularity, TE has been able to attract notable global advocates working to transform
education in the areas of Climate Justice, Comprehensive Sexuality Education, STEM,
Girls Education in Emergencies and Gender Transformative Education. From October
2021 to October 2022, TE has increased its membership by 63 active
members. Establishing two co-leads each for our 6 working groups
under our working collective.

TE now has a virtual presence on Twitter and Instagram, growing
three times its size within the past year. By building a strong online
community, this has allowed for TE to create sustainable
connections and communities, globally.

Key Partnerships and Projects

● FHI 360 Gender Plus Summit: Through the linkage from UNGEI, TE is one of
the global south planning partners of the FHI 360 Gender Plus Summit. As a
global south partner, we received a stipend to support on facilitation,
coordination and speaking for TE members to meaningfully participate. We
have also curated our own session/ fireside chat on the role of power and
privilege in inclusive education. TE also spoke at several panels on feminist
movement building approaches and challenging gender norms in formal
education.

● Secondary Education Working Group:
Following a successful iteration of the Transforming
Education in Crisis project in December 2021, the
SEWG has recruited TE to join their coalition,
providing additional funding to lead a follow up
project. This project takes the form of needs
assessment and a series of workshops packaged as
teach-ins (these teach ins are based on the Gender At
Work Feminist School framework, GTE brief and EiE
GenKit).

● Gender Transformative Education E-Course: Following the development of
GTE brief in 2021, partner organisations, UNICEF, UNGEI, PLan International
and Transform Education are embarking on developing an online course that
allows for grassroots organisations and activists, teachers and ministers of
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education to understand how GTE can be adopted to suit their relevant
contexts. Transform Education plays a pivotal role, providing a perspective that
includes the needs of young people, learning styles and profiles of grassroots
activists along with the case studies of real life implementation and youth led
interventions. TE’s GTE Working group has been tasked with creating
communication material to be used throughout the online course. This
includes videos and videos. TE will also be co-leading the development of
content for Module 4 which highlights influencing of governments and
international organisations to fund and support GTE.

● UNESCO Pre TES Consultations: Transform
Education was tasked to lead a series of regional
consultations to gather the inputs from grassroots
organisations and activists to influence the youth
declaration. Through this partnership, we were
able to secure UNESCO funding for two TE
members representing the Sub Saharan Africa
and Caribbean regions.

● Feminist Advocacy Communications Workshop (Plan UK): Plan
International UK has set up their group of youth panelists working on
education in crisis (Youth4EiE). Since their group is still starting we had
provided a one-day worksop on using feminist principles and approaches in
advocating and communicating activism on education in emergencies.

Webinar Partnerships and Speaking Engagements
TE was represented in over 27 speaking engagements and webinar partnerships

1. COP 26: Climate Justice, Education
and Gender Equality: Targeting the
Connections”, Nov, 2021

2. 5th UNESCO Forum on
Transformative Education for
Sustainable Development, Global
Citizenship, Health and Well-being,
Nov, 2021

3. Gender Transformative Education
Brief Launch, Dec, 2021, UNESCO, Plan
International. UNICEF, UNGEI, Global
Affairs Canada

4. Intergenerational Partnerships
Webinar, Dec, 2021, GenU, WAGGS

5. International Education Day Solidarity
Circle - Changing the Course,
Transforming Education With Youth,
Jan, 2022, OSGEY, TE, UNESCO, UNGEI,
SDG for Youth Network

6. International Women’s Day: Smashing
stereotypes: Challenging gender bias
in and through education, Mar, 2022,
UNESCO
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7. Commission on
the Status of
Women, Mar,
2022, Restless
Development

8. 2022 GEM Gender
Report Launch,
Apr, 2022,
UNESCO

9. Global Symposium on Comprehensive
Sexuality Education, May 2022, UNESCO,
UNFPA

10. Bringing together the circles: A discussion
between feminist adolescent leaders and
INGOS on taking gender equitable EiE
ideas to actions, May, 2022, UNGEI

Transforming Education Pre Summit, June
2022

11. Gender Transformative Education, Plan
International, UNGEI, Transform
Education, GPE

12. Youth Driven Innovation and Design, Plan
International, Transform Education,
Education Plus Initiative, UN AIDS

13. UNICEF Panel: The Right to be heard and
considered: Positioning Young People at
the center of transforming education,
UNICEF

14. Every adolescent girl in Africa completing
secondary school, safe, strong,
empowered: time for Education Plus"
Education Plus Initiative, UN Aids

15. Innovation for Inclusive, Equitable and
Quality Education for Women and Girls in
Africa by Nala Collective, Jun 2022

16. Virtual Roundtable: Transforming
Education to Protect Children’s Right to
Education in Emergencies and Crises by
GCE, UNGEI, World Vision, Jun 2022

17. Bringing together the Circles: A discussion
between feminist-led adolescent leaders
and INGOs on taking gender equitable EiE
ideas to actions, Jun 2022, INEE, UNGEI,
TE, ECW

18. FHI 360 Gender Plus Summit, Jul, 2022

Transforming Education Summit, Sep 2022

19. Youth Mobilisation Day: Ending Gender
Stereotypes in the Classroom, Transform
Education, Plan International, UNGEI

20. Youth Declaration Launch, UNESCO,
OSGEY

21. Solutions Day: From Policy to Action, GPE,
UNGEI, Transform Education, Plan
International

22. Leaders Day: Presentation of Youth
Declaration, UNESCO

23. Closing Event, UN Foundation and
partners

24. UN Foundations: Unlock the Future of
Learning, UNICEF, Microsoft, World
Humanitarian Foundation, UNESCO

25. UNICEF Partner Forum: Gender Equality
and Girls’ Education, Sep, 2022

26. GCE Youth Action Week, Oct, 2022, GCE

27. BeWithYou Indonesia: Be With Girls
Conference, Oct, 2022, BeWithYou

Ways of Working
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Transform Education’s method of feminist mobilizing has
been rooted in intentional and agile involvement of its
members and feminists activists. Despite majority of TE’s
activities being held online, TE members have started a
bi-monthly community catch-ups and feminist solidarity
“CommuniTE calls” wherein members are freely able to
discuss together certain work in and through education from their contexts. We have
also maximized a platform to connect through “Mighty Networks” and have
connected asynchronously with the members. There are also occasional calls called
“Solidarity Circles” (eg. Menstrual Health Day, International Book Day) to zoom in
intersecting issues surrounding gender equality and education. Moreover, TE’s social
media takeover has ensured consistent participation of members externally and
visibly. TE members receive monthly newsletters that contains resources,
opportunities and membership updates

Publications

Gender Transformative Education Brief Put Gender at the Center: Young
Feminist-Led Statement

Transforming Education in Crisis
Statement

Intergenerational Partnerships for
Transformative Change: A learning brief

Transform Education Key Priorities for 2023
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https://www.ungei.org/news/intentional-intergenerational-inspirational
https://www.ungei.org/publication/gender-transformative-education
https://www.ungei.org/news/put-gender-center
https://www.ungei.org/news/put-gender-center
https://www.ungei.org/publication/transforming-education-crisis-statement
https://www.ungei.org/publication/transforming-education-crisis-statement
https://www.ungei.org/publication/intergenerational-partnerships-transformative-change
https://www.ungei.org/publication/intergenerational-partnerships-transformative-change


1. Resource Mobilization
This year we have secured project-based grants and partnerships thanks to the
enormous support of adult-led and institutional partners (UNGEI, Plan
International, UNHCR, FHI360, UNESCO). As TE is getting bigger, unrestricted
funding and securing resources is needed to fully support the members and
young feminists are needed. Thus, we aim to build a fundraising strategy to utilize
our growing networks and expand to fundraise for the upcoming years.

2. Stronger Membership and Working Groups
In 2022, we have expanded our calls for membership and received huge amount
of interest, commitment and young feminist leadership to transform education.
We aim to make this sustainable, engaging and more consistent in this
upcoming year.

3. A working intergenerational Advisory Group
This year, we had started the idea of this pilot intergenerational group of experts,
activists and feminists. In 2023, we will be continuously engaging them and
intentionally listening to their guidance and support for TE strategic
management.

Thank you!

We are grateful to our members who are organizing in their communities, and to
our allies for your support. Here’s to a year of continued feminist leadership and
collaboration to transform education for gender equality.
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